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Social Intelligence

• Social intelligence is the capability to effectively navigate and 
negotiate complex social relationships and environments

• The social intelligence hypothesis: complex socialization such as 
politics, romance, family relationships, quarrels, and 
collaboration, (1) was the driving force in development of 
human brain and (2) today provides our ability to use those 
large brains in complex social circumstances.

• Language is directly related to social intelligence because we 
mainly use language to mediate our social relationships.



As Intelligent systems become more ubiquitous, they not 
only should be able to solve specific tasks, but also behave 

in a socio-culturally appropriate manner.



Approach
The 3-DEE model
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The 3-DEE 
Approach to ASI

Discover

Design

Develop

Evaluate



Discover

• Identify the principles of socio-culturally 
appropriate behavior

• Encounters of 5 kinds
1. Human  Human 

2. Human  Human-society

3. Human  Machine

4. Machine  Human-society

5. Machine  Machine

6. Human-society  Human Society 



Methods and Data

• Studies in Ethnography and HCI
• User studies with artefacts

• User studies with Wizard-of-Oz

• User studies through participant interview

• Large scale data-driven studies
• Social Media – Twitter, Reddit, WeChat, Facebook, ….
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Designing and Developing ASI Systems

• Socio-cultural norms as hardcoded constraints
• Separate style from content

• E.g., Dialogue design and planning

• Social-cultural norms as emergent properties
• Use of Machine learning

• But remember what happened to Tay

• Fairness, Accountability, Transparency in ML



Designing and Developing ASI Systems

Who is the end-user?

Cultural continuum

Universalindividual

User-groups

Cultural regions

Countries

Interacts with psychological and other demographic 

variables that cuts across the cultural plane.  



Evaluation of ASI

• No task or goal to be accomplished. 

• It’s all about user-experience

• Disentangling the ASI from other 
aspects of UX is a difficult problem
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